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Recovery process of low-frequency fluctuations in laser diodes with external optical feedback
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The recovery process of low-frequency fluctuations is experimentally investigated in a semiconductor laser
with external optical feedback. Monotonic stepwise increase of the light output intensity is observed for
various external cavity lengths. The time interval of each step corresponds to the round-trip time of the external
cavity. Transitions between steps and dynamics within each step are analyzed. Experimental results are dis-
cussed with reference to the scenario of chaotic mode itinerancy. Statistical properties of time intervals be-
tween power dropout events are also discussed.@S1063-651X~99!05012-6#

PACS number~s!: 05.45.2a, 42.55.Px, 42.65.Sf
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been some recent interest in the study of l
frequency fluctuations~LFF’s! in laser diodes with externa
optical feedback. The phenomenon is characterized by
irregular oscillation whose frequency is much smaller th
either relaxation oscillation or external cavity beat freque
cies. Early research concentrated on experimental obse
tions of power dropouts of laser output, measurements
distributions of the time interval between power dropo
events, and parameter dependence of such measures@1,2#.
Different explanations of the origin of LFF’s have been pr
posed. One explanation used the Lang-Kobayashi rate e
tion of the single-mode model to describe the dynamics
LFF’s and obtained a set of external cavity modes. Based
the mode distribution, it was interpreted that the power dr
out occurs when a crisis arises between a local chaotic
tractor and an antimode and the recovery process of LFF’
a result of chaotic itinerancy among external cavity mod
@3,4#. Erratic picosecond pulsing of light intensity anticipat
from the numerical model has been observed in experim
@5#. On the other hand, results of some recent experim
@6,7# suggested multimode operation of a laser accompa
with the occurrence of LFF’s. Besides the above determi
tic descriptions, descriptions based on stochastic origin h
also been proposed. One stochastic scenario describes
lasers behave as an excitable medium and that LFF’s
induced by noise@8,9#. The excitation model well accounte
for the parameter dependence of the average time betw
dropout events in LFF’s. Another stochastic model based
the analytic prediction of Henry and Kazarinov@10# provided
an explanation for the experimental measurements of the
tistical distribution of the time between dropout events a
the dependence of the mean time on feedback strength@11#.
However, further investigations are needed to clarify
mechanism for LFF’s and distinguish between the differ
scenarios proposed so far.

This paper focuses on an experimental investigation of
recovery process of LFF’s. Recently, Hegartyet al. @12# used
a fast detector and a sampling oscilloscope to measure
averaged recovery dynamics. In this work, we vary the
ternal cavity length from 30 cm to 10 m and compare rec
ery dynamics of different external cavity lengths. We us
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detection system with a bandwidth up to 6 GHz. In partic
lar, by setting a long external cavity length, we obtained
direct observation of the build-up process immediately a
the power dropout. We found that the light intensity fluct
ates around certain discrete levels during each round
time in the recovery process. By averaging the time tra
over multiple~usually about several thousand! power drop-
out events, a clear monotonic stepwise increase of light
tensity is observed. The dependence of the average
width and average step number on bias injection current
external reflectivity is investigated. Dynamics within on
step is dominated by relaxation oscillations. In the seco
part of this paper, we explain the recovery process of LF
in terms of a transition among compound cavity modes. T
comparison between the compound cavity mode distribu
and experimental observations gives an intuitive interpre
tion about the stepwise increase of the light intensity in
recovery process of LFF’s. Discussions on the validity of t
single-mode model and the statistical property of pow
dropout events are also given.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments are performed using a GaxAl12xAs laser di-
ode~Sharp LT024! which lases in single mode with a wave
length of 782 nm at the threshold bias current of 43.9 m
@13#. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the laser w
feedback. The temperature of the laser is stabilized to wit
about 0.05 °C. An external mirror of 95% reflectivity
placed at a distance from the laser output. This distance
be varied between 0.3 and 10 m. The light output is detec
with a 6-GHz bandwidth photoreceiver~New Focus 1537!.
The signal is analyzed with a spectrum analyzer~22-GHz
bandwidth! and a digital oscilloscope~LeCroy9362, 750
MHz analog bandwidth!. Instead of a conventional neutra
density~ND! variable attenuator, an acousto-optical modu
tor ~AOM! is used to adjust the feedback strength. This
performed by directing the zeroth-order diffraction beam in
the laser cavity and changing the diffraction ratio with t
control signal. We have observed LFF’s for different exte
nal cavity lengths. Figure 2 shows typical waveforms
LFF’s for ~a! Lext5805 cm and~b! Lext575 cm, both atI b
545 mA.
6595 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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A. Monotonic stepwise increase of light intensity

To investigate the recovery process of LFF’s, we trigg
the oscilloscope at the power dropout and observe the
trace after the power dropout. Figure 3~a! shows a typical
result for Lext5805 cm. Fine structure of the dynamic
within one round-trip timet(52Lext/c553.7 ns) of the ex-
ternal cavity can be observed clearly by setting a long ex
nal cavity length. At the beginning of the recovery process
Fig. 3~a!, one can easily recognize distinct steps of light
tensity. To obtain a more clear image of the build-up p
cess, we perform an averaging of time evolution over m

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for the observation of LFF’s.

FIG. 2. Experimental time trace of LFF’s for~a! I b

545 mA, Lext5805 cm, and~b! I b545 mA, Lext575 cm.
r
e

r-
n
-
-
l-tiple power dropout events. This was easily performed w
the oscilloscope since the trigger signal is very robust due
the sharpness of the power dropout. Figure 3~b! shows an
averaged waveform of the build-up process as a result
superposition of time traces for over 3000 events. The
oscillations seen in Fig. 3~a! are washed out by the averagin
process. In fact, the average waveform does not show
nificant change after averaging over several tens of wa
forms. Figure 3~b! shows a very clear monotonic staircase
the light intensity. In each step, the average light intensity
locked to a certain level. It is found that the time duration
each step corresponds to the round-trip time of the exte
cavity.

It might be argued that the above staircase of light int
sity is only a property of the long external cavity. To answ
this, we examined the averaged waveform for different
ternal cavity lengths. Figure 4 depicts the results for the
ternal cavity lengths at~a! Lext5600 cm, ~b! Lext5300 cm,
~c! Lext5150 cm, and~d! Lext575 cm. We adjust the sam
pling time according to the external cavity length and n
malize the light intensity variation since changing the ext
nal cavity length in the experiment inevitably changes
feedback strength and thus results in a variation of the os
lation amplitude. From these figures, we found that~i! a
stepwise increase of light intensity exists in the recovery p
cess of LFF’s for all external cavity lengths,~ii ! the duration
time of each step corresponds to the round-trip time of
external cavity,~iii ! the step difference gets smaller as t
intensity increases,~iv! there appears in each step some hig
frequency oscillation components which are not washed

FIG. 3. ~a! Single-shot time trace and~b! average time trace
after power dropouts occur atI b545 mA andLext5805 cm. Nota-
tions a– f in ~a! are indicated for comparison with Fig. 8.
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by averaging, and such high-frequency oscillation com
nents become more noticeable for a short external ca
length.

B. Parameter dependence

When varying the bias injection current or external refle
tivity while fixing the external cavity length, we observed th
dependence of the recovery process on the paramete
follows.

~i! A stepwise increase of the light intensity is verified f
all parameters as long as LFF is observed.

~ii ! The step width corresponds to the round-trip time
the external cavity for all parameters.

~iii ! The average time interval between consecutive po
dropout events, expressed as numberNl of the round-trip
time t, depends on both the external reflectivity and the b
injection current, i.e.,Nl}k and Nl

21}I b . Nl was calcu-
lated from a time trace with over 104 power dropout events
Figure 5~a! shows the variation ofNl versus the externa
reflectivity and Fig. 5~b! shows the variation ofNl versus the
bias injection current. These results are consistent with
vious works@1,2#.

FIG. 4. Averaged time traces for different external cav
lengths at I b545 mA. ~a! Lext5600 cm, ~b! Lext5300 cm, ~c!
Lext5150 cm, and~d! Lext575 cm.
-
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~iv! The average step difference depends on the bias
jection current and keeps almost constant when varying
feedback strength. The average step difference is calcul
by dividing the power increase by the number of the steps
Fig. 6, we show the step difference averaged over the
four steps immediately following the dropout as a function
the bias injection current.

C. High-frequency dynamics

Figure 7 shows some typical examples of single-s
waveforms of the recovery process for different parame

FIG. 5. Average step number~black circles! vs ~a! external re-
flectivity at I b545 mA, Lext5805 cm and~b! bias injection current
at Lext5805 cm. Solid lines are fits to the data points. In~b!, we
also plot the inverse of the average step number as squares to
its linear dependence on the injection current. Solitary threshol
I th543.9 mA.

FIG. 6. Measured step difference~averaged over the first fou
steps immediately after the dropout! as a function of bias injection
current atLext5805 cm. Solid line is a fit to the data points. Solita
threshold isI th543.9 mA.
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FIG. 7. High-frequency dynamics of LFF’s for different parameter conditions.~a!–~c! Variations with bias injection current forLext

5805 cm and feedback strength of210.9 dB. ~a! I b544 mA, ~b! I b546 mA, ~c! I b547 mA. Solitary threshold isI th543.9 mA. ~d!–~f!
Variations with external cavity length forI b545 mA. ~d! Lext5300 cm, ~e! Lext575 cm, ~f! Lext545 cm.
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conditions. Waveforms corresponding to different bias inje
tion current levels are plotted in~a! I b544 mA, ~b! I b
546 mA, and~c! I b547 mA at Lext5805 cm, while wave-
forms for different external cavity lengths are plotted in~d!
Lext5300 cm, ~e! Lext575 cm, and~f! Lext545 cm at I b
545 mA.

The rf spectrum of the LFF oscillations showed thr
kinds of components: low-frequency power dropout even
the beats between external cavity modes, and high-freque
oscillations with frequency at or near the relaxation oscil
tion frequency. These three types of oscillations can be id
tified in the waveforms of Fig. 7. The amplitude of relaxatio
oscillations is enhanced as the injection current increases
seen in Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!. This enhancement was also ob
served in a recent experiment on the recovery proces
LFF’s for a short external cavity@12#.

Several reports on high bandwidth observations of LF
described the observation of high-frequency pulsing beh
ior @5,6#. Any such high-frequency oscillations would not b
observed in Fig. 7 due to the bandwidth limitation of th
oscilloscope. If we could repeat our experiment with a high
bandwidth, it is possible that what would be actually o
served would be a steady increase in amplitude of hi
frequency pulsing. In this case our results imply that th
may be a stepwise increase in pulse amplitude. If pulsing
-

e
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-
n-
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r
-
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due to mode locking of compound cavity modes, a stepw
increase of the amplitude could be explained by discr
jumps of the center frequency of the compound cavity mo
involved. We can speculate that even if high bandwidth m
surements were made, discrete steps could still be seen i
recovery process after averaging over multiple power dr
out events. Confirmation of this is left for future work.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Description of the recovery process based on compound
cavity modes

The experimental observation of the stepwise increas
the light intensity suggests to us that it may be appropriat
attempt a description of the recovery process in terms o
sequence of transitions among compound cavity mod
First, we make the following hypotheses.

~i! In each step of the recovery process of LFF’s, the la
is ‘‘locked’’ near a certain compound cavity mode. The lig
intensity fluctuates around a level which is characteristic
that mode.

~ii ! The ‘‘lock’’ time is typically equal to the round-trip
time of the external cavity. After this time the oscillatio
jumps to another mode.
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~iii ! The sequence of steps in intensity seen in the rec
ery process is associated with an ordered sequence of
pound cavity modes.

The recovery process of LFF’s has been previously
scribed as a sequence of transitions among compound c
modes@3,4#. Specifically, LFF has been described as mot
around the elliptical distribution of compound cavity mod
obtained in a~Lang-Kobayashi! model of a single-mode la
ser with delayed optical feedback. Figure 8 shows the dis
bution of steady states of a single-mode laser with feedb
using parameters corresponding to the experimental re
of Fig. 3. Details of the derivation of the modes are describ
in Appendix A. Since there are as many as several thousa
of modes for the parameter condition of Fig. 3, only a sub
of modes sampled at constant frequency intervals is plo
in Fig. 8. White circles indicate antimodes, which are alwa
unstable, and black circles indicate modes which may
stable or unstable depending on the mode. A possible co
spondence between the distribution of compound ca
modes obtained from the single-mode model and the rec
ery process of Fig. 3 according to the scenario of Refs.@3#,
@4# is indicated schematically by marking locations on t
mode diagram with the insets of the waveforms from Fig.
Inset ~b! corresponds to the collapse and insets~c!, ~d!, ~e!,
and ~f! correspond to situations of locking to modes duri
the recovery process. This mode transition scenario sugg
another hypothesis, as follows.

~iv! The typical step difference in terms of the frequen
or the number of modes is a constant value which depe
on the light intensity of the mode and the round-trip tim
and a property of the mode such as the mode poten
which is discussed in Ref.@3#, @14#.

The preceding hypothesis is consistent with the fact t
the intensity step difference gets smaller as the intensity
creases. The experimental result that the average time
tween power dropout events is proportional to the feedb
strength is also consistent with the scenario for recovery
sequence of transitions in this model, since the numbe

FIG. 8. Mode distribution diagram at the same parameter c
dition with Fig. 3. Black and white circles denote, respective
compound cavity modes and antimodes.3 denotes the fixed poin
for solitary laser. Horizontal axis is inverted for comparison w
Fig. 3~a!.
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modes increases with feedback strength, as can be se
Eq. ~A3! and ~A4!.

It is not clear how valid this single-mode scenario is f
describing LFF’s involving multiple modes. It has bee
shown that even if the laser without feedback lases in
single mode, LFF’s in the presence of moderate optical fe
back may involve multiple modes@6,7#. As pointed out in
@6#, oscillations in total intensity may be associated with o
of-phase oscillations of the multiple modes. However, so
there has been no specific dynamical model of multiple m
dynamics corresponding with experimental observations
lating LFF’s. According to theoretical models for a mult
mode laser diode with optical feedback, modes cou
weakly through the depletion of the commonly shared ca
ers and the gain cross-saturation effect@15,16#. The coupling
strength among different longitudinal modes is independ
of the external feedback and is generally very weak co
pared with either the gain factor or the feedback effe
Therefore, we speculate that the compound mode distr
tion obtained from single-mode models might be regarded
a simplified representation of that for the multimode mod
which provides a description of mode transitions. To furth
investigate the exact dynamic origin of the recovery proc
of LFF’s, calculations based on the multimode model a
comparison with the single-mode model are required.
should emphasize that the validity of hypotheses~i!–~iii !
does not rely on the assumptions of the single-mode s
nario.

B. Mean-time distribution of power dropout events

Since each power dropout event starts from a differ
initial condition, the actual step difference at each time
subject to fluctuations which may be both determinis
~chaos! and stochastic~Langevin origin!. Here, we comment
on whether a stochastic factor is required to account for
mean-time interval distribution of power dropout events. W
divide time length intoL subsets and defineP(m,L) as the
probability density of the interval time between power dro
outs in themth(0<m<L) subset. Figure 9 shows histo
grams P(m,L) for two typical LFF waveforms:~a! Lext
5805 cm and~b! Lext575 cm. Both plots are well approxi
mated by a Poissonian distribution,

P~m,L !5
L!

m! ~L2m!!
~m̄!m~12m̄!L2m, ~1!

where the value of the mean-time intervalLm̄ is calculated
to be 6.2 for~a! and 3.3 for~b!, which is shown by the solid
line in each figure. It is verified that the power dropout in t
light output of a laser diode with external feedback can
well identified by the Poissonian process with transiti
probability p5m̄.

It is worthwhile to note that the distribution modeled b
the Poissonian process does not necessarily mean it h
stochastic origin. For instance, the flip-flop process in
Lorenz model, which is absolutely deterministic, was a
well modeled with the Poissonian process@17#. Therefore,
numerical investigations of power dropout events for bo
noise-inclusion and noise-free models are needed to ve
how stochastic factors affect the dynamic origin of LFF’s

-
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IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have experimentally investigated the
covery process of LFF’s in a laser diode with external opti
feedback using a detection system with a bandwith of 6 G
A clear monotonic stepwise increase of the light intens
was observed after the power dropout. The step width co
sponds to the round-trip time of the external cavity. S
differences and average step number between power dro
events have been investigated as functions of bias injec
current and feedback strength. High-frequency dynam
within each step is dominated by relaxation oscillations a
such dynamics becomes undamped as the injection cu
increases or as the external cavity length decreases.

The stepwise increase of light intensity during the rec
ery process of LFF’s has been interpreted in terms of a
quence of transitions among compound cavity modes.
suggest that the laser is ‘‘locked’’ to certain compound c
ity modes during the recovery process. A comparison
been made between the experimental result of the reco
process and the mode distribution calculated from a sin

FIG. 9. Histograms of mean time interval~in unit of step width!
between power drops for two typical LFF waveforms.~a! I b

545 mA, Lext5805 cm and~b! I b545 mA, Lext575 cm.
.
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mode Lang-Kobayashi rate equation, which showed an in
tive illustration about the staircase of the light intensity in t
recovery process. Comments have been made on the va
of the single-mode model and the statistical property
power-dropout events.
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APPENDIX A: COMPOUND CAVITY MODE
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SINGLE-MODE LASER MODEL

To show how the stepwise increase of the light intensity
manifested in the compound cavity mode distribution,
numerically calculate the steady-state solutions of a laser
ode with external optical feedback and derive its mode d
tribution. The dynamics of a single-mode laser diode w
external optical feedback is written as a Lang-Kobaya
equation like@3,4#

dE~ t !

dt
5

GN

2
~11 j a!@N~ t !2Nth#E~ t !1

k

t in
E~ t2t!1Fe~ t !,

~A1!

dN~ t !

dt
5J2

N~ t !

ts
2GN@N~ t !2N0#uE~ t !u21FN~ t !.

~A2!

Here,E(t)5AP(t) exp$j@v0t1w(t)#% is the complex electric
field of the optical field,P is the light intensity,w is the
phase, andv0 is the frequency of the solitary laser. Oth
parameters are as follows:N is the carrier number,Nth is
the carrier number at the threshold,N0 is the carrier number
at transparency, andGN , t in , and k are, respectively, the
gain coefficient, the round-trip time of the internal cavit
and the feedback strength.

Steady-state solutions (Ps ,Ns ,vs ,DNs5Ns2Nth , Dvs
5vs2v0) of the laser with optical feedback lie on an ellips
defined by

~Dvst in2at inGNDNs/2!21~t inGNDNs/2!25k2,
~A3!

Dvst in1k sin~vst1tan21 a!50. ~A4!

We can further substitute the light intensityPs instead of the
carrier numberNs using Ps5(J2Ns /ts)/GN(Ns2N0) in
Eq. ~A3!.
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